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don’t understand
September 21, 2022 | 2 upvotes | by powerfulchris07

I have no idea what any of this red blue purple black pill stuff is but what do any of them mean cause I’ve
only heard red what do they mean
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Comments

h1shman • 3 points • 21 September, 2022 06:02 PM* 

Blue pill = mainstream fairytale view of love Red pill = women are brutal. Women choose the winners. Focus on
yourself and you’ll attract women you desire. Black pill = Red pill views EXCEPT that you can’t do much to
improve and your attractiveness is what mostly matters. You can’t change it easily Purple pill = mix between red
and blue. It’s more of a balance.

SmarmyPapsmears • 1 point • 22 September, 2022 01:42 AM 

Blue = women will love you for your personality (lol)

Red = women will love you for your physical attributes mostly but there is stuff you can do to improve

Black = women will love you for your physical attributes only so just give up

Swapsta • 1 point • 22 September, 2022 05:37 AM 

Blue = what your mom told you

Red= what your uncle told you

Black= red with a fatalistic outlook based on genes.

Purple = not fully red(I think most self proclaimed rpers fall into this)

kljcfg • 1 point • 25 September, 2022 06:40 PM 

Black= red with a fatalistic outlook based on genes.

What your homeless aunt will tell you.

AbsurdInk4 • 1 point • 23 November, 2022 09:30 PM 

Bluepill: Accept societal norms as your own personal values. Stay in vogue with things. Do not question.
Reproduce established ideas and essentially form little to no opinions of your own.

Redpill: Wake up to "uncomfortable realities" and become essentially a contrarian. In the dating sense, this
means learning to become "alpha" and improving things on yourself to pick up potential people.

Purplepill: This is usually only included in the dating context, rather than the broad philosophical one. It usually
means a rejection of either "pill", seeing all people as unique and acknowledging that both sides have valid
arguments.

Blackpill: This is pessmistic, depression inducing nihilism. Blackpillers believe that the world has gone to shit,
and that there is no point in trying anymore. Blackpillers often believe in nihilism, misanthropy, inceldom, and
usually become quite bitter and resentful towards everything around this. In the dating context, blackpill refers to
the believe that only looks matter, and that "subhumans" will never be able to get a date.

Whitepill: Whitepill is often called the final pill. It is an acknowledgement of the world being in a less than
optimal state, but instead of anger, the response is acceptance. Whitepill philosophy focuses on internal peace,
stoicism, self-fulfillment, and happiness. You acknowledge your flaws, focus on what makes you happy, and
live a fulfilling life.
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